
As to my works in the past 4 weeks.  

As you know my dear brother Ron, right after sending my monthly report, the other day, my 1st 

cousin Lorenzo Algaba Gestiada was baptized while the other two were retracted for baptism due 

to their parents & wives.  

My routine schedule: 

Sunday service, 9:00 – 11:00 AM  

Wednesday 9:00 – 10:30 AM [mid-week bible study]. 

The rest of the days and time are for constructing of our chapel. Sometimes I work and serve as 

carpenter, sometimes as a mason and etc. Hopefully 3 weeks more and our chapel will be use in 

Lord’s services. 

As to my preaching, I always take advantage of preaching to our laborers season and out of 

season, also to my co passengers in jeepneys, and bus etc. Although no concrete decision of 

obeying the gospel…  

As to my laborers, two of them are seriously hearing and interested… This coming Monday or 

tomorrow, hopefully for their positive discussion. Their names are Jeffrey and Ernesto. 

I arrives at home usually as 6:00 pm coming from working to our chapel… I almost fatigue… 

There was a time, some of youth arrived to our chapel, they are 5 and asked me lots of things, 

after almost an hour of questions and explanation, they let me to preach about almost an hour, 

later on, they asked me some question and they were all satisfied to my explanation. After a 

week, they were return and ask on me lots of things. Imagine, they gladly heard me without 

chairs? Yet the floor is still no cement and not yet on level. Some people went on us and 

curiously asking me lots of things in the bible.  

Bro. Lino Villanueva, the financer, spent his vacation here in the Philippines from Africa. The 

couple were blessed by a new baby girl yesterday evening after 2 days of labor in the hospital. 

Imagine, Sister Marites is about 40+ years old and brother Lino is about 50+ years old. Their 

youngest son is in his colleges now. So this baby girl is the only girl in the family. They have 

only 2 sons.  

Bro. Lino have a very good plan for the church here. He will buy a projector and will construct 

again a building for the children and youth. In Lord’s will, these plan will be fulfilled…  

Thank you very much for your constant trust and fellowship with me. Thank you very very much 

my dear brother… You are all kept in our prayers. 

In Christ, 

Efren 

 


